In this paper we proceed with investigation of connections between FokkerPlanck equation and continuum mechanics. In spectral decomposition of Fokker -Planck equation solution we preserveo nly terms with the smallest degree of damping. We find, that macroscopic parameters of Fokker-Planck flows, obtained in this way,hav e following properties: velocities field possess potential, its potential is proportional to density logarithm and satisfy diffusion equation. We proved, that such a pair of density and velocities field satisfy the set of classic hydrodynamics equations for isothermal compressible fluid with friction mass force, proportional to velocity.W ep roveda lso, that the potential velocities field alone, with potential, which satisfy diffusion equation, satisfy Burgers equation without mass forces.
Introduction
In this section we remind main results of our work [2] .
The expression for space density of continuum is 
The expression for current of momentum tensor is
Stresses are equal to
Hydrostatic pressure is
We use usual summation convention: indices that occur twice are considered to be summed over.
Coefficients A ω 1 ω 2 ω 3 p 1 p 2 p 3 ,present in (1-5), are equal to:
where n 0 (x j , v j )-initial (at t = 0) value of Fokker -Planck equation independent variable n ;
Expression for eigenfunctions of adjoint differential operator is
Expressions for macroscopic parameters
We preservet he terms with biggest possible eigenvalue for each space mode. Fort his purpose we makesubstitution p j = 0for j = 1, 2, 3. This means, that for each space mode ω j we select velocity distribution with slowest damping .
In this way we get following expression for density
We see from (8), that ρ satisfy diffusion equation
In the same way we obtain expression for velocities
Note, that though we dropped all fast damping terms, (8) and (10) are still derivedf rom solution of Fokker -Planck equation. Therefore theymust satisfy certain conservation laws.
The mass conservation law
we deduct easily from (9) and (11).
We can express ρ space derivativesinterms of velocities and their space derivativesinthe following way:
that is velocities field possess potential. From (11) we see, that this potential is proportional to ln(ρ).
The final expression for current of momentum tensor is
Tensor of stresses components are equal to
We get once again (compare with eq. (41) [1] ) the state equation of compressible viscous fluid.
Kinematic viscosity is equal to
Relation between density and hydrostatic pressure is p = (k/α )ρ .I tc oincides with ideal gas isotherm. This is natural, because Fokker -Planck continuum is in thermal equilibrium with enclosing motionless medium.
Equations of movement
Noww ea re prepared to consider another conservation law-e quation of movement (which in our case is Navier -Stokes equation). The equation is:
Use (11) and substitute (20)
Use first conservation law(12) and drop according to (15) 2 last terms.
or
Nowuse (15) to simplify the first term and get
This is true according to (17).
In this way we checked, that variables ρ and v i satisfy the set of equations of classic hydrodynamics of isothermal compressible fluid.
We proved, that the pair of potential velocities field and its potential, which must satisfy diffusion equation, satisfy the set of classic hydrodynamics equations for isothermal compressible fluid with friction mass force, proportional to velocity.
Burgers equation
We can write equations of movement in slightly modified form 
As a result we get following equation for u i only.This equation strongly resembles Burgers equation.
